Large Audience Enjoys Concert

St. Paul Symphony Orchestra

Dirigent Delights Lovers of

Their First Performance

Maiden Ohrman as Vocal

Soloist Wins Unqualified

Approval

Redwood Team Scores Victory

New Ulm High School Trio

Loses the Decision in

Their First Debate

Direct Argument Favor

Opponent Kept Out, in

Rebuttal

State Attacking Typhoid Menace

Water Mains to be Finished

With Germ Destroying

Solution

New Cases Are of Milder

Form. Utmost Care

Must be Observed

That New Ulm has only very

seemed to be a very severe form of

typhoid fever. This is due to the

fact that the disease has not

under the care of the doctors, and

therefore does not develop as

rapidly as it would under the care

of those who have it properly

under the control. The water

system in New Ulm has not

received the thorough inspection

which it should have, and there

are indications that the disease is in

the process of getting worse.

Water inspects pointed out the

difficulty of the past week there

was a great deal of anxiety and

question as to the water supply.

Several cases of sickness have

been reported from the Boesch

Block where the water has been

found to be contaminated.

The change to a big New York

piece having been bought in New

York is of a milder form and the pi-

ation are of a milder form and the pi-
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